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ew people who went to a North American high school have forgotten
Shakespeare’s famous words:
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The evil that men do lives after them;
The good is oft interred with their
bones.

scientists feel? Those guys have a tough
time “taking it back.” I can fall back on
Steenburg’s words, “If I’m wrong, I’m
wrong.” Professionals can’t do that. As a
result they end up like the famous three
monkeys (somewhat appropriate for us, I
might add).
The late Dr. .John Bindernagel was
different. He provides excellent material
on his YouTube presentations; I urge you
to have a look. He speaks his mind, calmly and gently, and I greatly admire him
for this.
Where to from here? I seriously don’t
know. All we can hope is that some
professionals will come forward and walk
in Dr. Bindernagel’s footsteps.
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I would like to change this a little to:
The mistakes people make live after
them; their good work is oft interred
with their bones.

At one time, mistakes were temporary. Newspapers and magazines either
found their way to bird cages or recycle
bins. Book became out-of-print and
drifted off into second hand stores. Not so
in the last 30 years; there’s not much that
can’t be found on-line and it’s there forever
In my opinion this has created a
stigma (a mark of disgrace associated
with a particular circumstance, quality, or
person), which frightens people,
especially professional people. If one
does or says something that is later proven to be wrong or unwise, he or she has
to live with it forever.
Unfortunately, everything in life is a
moving target, and what appeared to be
correct at one point in time can be found
to be incorrect down the line as new
information or evidence emerges.
I am sure you watch the news on TV
and see how journalists will go back
many years to find something said by
someone (totally different circumstances)
and then use it against the person if he or
she has had a change of mind.
Although I might live in a state of
horror as to saying something later proven to be wrong, can you imagine how

he above image
shows the mud
pond over which
the Sayward entity
walked
(BP#30,
page 1). On the
right are the footprints, which have
been circled and
identified. We can
see that the deer hunters would have no
problem seeing the prints. They are in a
reasonably straight line, which is characteristic of sasquatch footprints. The
steps appear to be quite short, but this is
not unusual.
Obviously whatever made the footprints was not concerned about leaving
them in the mud. This also is not unusual.
When there is snow, it does not have a
choice.
Skeptics will likely say that the deer
hunters could have faked the prints, but
they are simply too good to be fakes. To
construct a false foot like we see in the
casts would cost a lot of money. Also,
they are not ordinary human prints, so
that rules out a man with 14.5-inch feet. If
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this is questioned, then generally
speaking, a man with that size feet would
have to be about 7 feet tall (standing
height) and that’s a very tough call.
Dr. Bindernagel points out in his
video that a midtarsal break is evident in
one of the prints. This particular subject
has met concern with some researchers,
so I urge them to see the video. I was a
little confused with what this really
(exactly) meant, and Dr. Bindernagel
enlightened me.
Given one can rationalize all these
points, the final question (which applies
to many footprints) is, what was the
motive in making the prints? If in the
Sayward case it was publicity, there was
none, and it took 24 years for the casts to
come to light.
Now, the only issues I can see are: 1)
I doubt the hunters would have had
plaster with them—if they did, why? As
a result, one of them would have had to
go and get it. We don’t know the distance
to a town or a store; perhaps it wasn’t that
far. 2) The hunter who made the casts
apparently knew what he was doing. Dr.
Bindernagel commends him on cast
“shoring” to make a cast thicker. I have
done this sort of thing; it’s kind of a
natural to do—I worked it out for myself.
Nevertheless, knowing how to make casts
is a little special; I messed up many in the
process. Even John Green watching me
make cast copies went over and tried to
lift out one of my casts before it was
ready; it simply crumbled in his hands. I
had never seen him so apologetic. It was
no big deal; I simply made another (I
have done the same thing myself).
The reason I am stating all of this is
because I want to beat the skeptics to the
punch. Also, as I have pointed out in
previous papers, it is the artifact itself that
indicates its authenticity; not the
circumstances or journalistic logic
games. John Bindernagel was a PhD
wildlife biologists and attests to the
reality of the footprints, providing us with
his analysis. I would tend to be a little
careful here unless one can find
something wrong with the casts themselves (shades of the P/G film).
—00—.
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started using a red flag in Know the
Sasquatch to indicate that the story was
on the borderline as to considering it fully
credible. What happens here is that over
time information surfaces that casts a bit
of a shadow of doubt on what was
originally thought to be fine. From a cultural standpoint, no problem; many
stories are highly entertaining and have
become the “classics” in sasquatch history.
With fable, myth, folklore and legend
there is generally some truth, and Dmitri
Bayanov explains this extremely well in
his books Bigfoot Research: The Russian
Vision (2011) and Russian Hominology:
The Bayanov Papers – Fact & Folklore
(2016). He takes certain information in
the categories I have mentioned and ties
it in with what we know are facts; in
many cases broadening our understanding of the subject.
This process does not vindicate the
entire story; just that certain parts of it
definitely have credibility. In these cases
the shadow of doubt reduces.
Myth, folklore and so forth very often
start out as simple reports of an experience. Time goes on and by the process of
serial reproduction information is added,
embellished, deleted and simply changed
through misunderstanding.
One might recall the little grammar
school game whereby a number of students are lined up. The first whispers a
simple message to the second, which is
repeated down the line and the last
student announces the message he was
given. This is compared with the message
provided by the first student and the
difference is astounding. Very little
remains of the original message; but
something remains. This is a perfect example of serial reproduction.
People who write for publication are
notorious for putting their own “spin” on
information or misunderstanding what
has been given to them. I am likely guilty
of the latter.
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Whatever the case, we end up with a
story that cannot be checked back to its
originator because he or she and all his or
her direct relatives and friends have long
since left this world or can’t be traced. By
the way, even the person who had the
experience can alter things, especially if
considerable time has passed before he or
she documents the experience.
The question on all of this is what do
we do with stories provided by the likes
of Albert Ostman, Fred Beck, John W.
Burns, C.P. Lyons and so forth? In one
way they support sasquatch reality, but in
another make us look foolish. Hence my
reason for using a little red flag.
Essentially the flags say “Let the buyer
beware,” and asks skeptics and scientists
not to go running off in all directions
thinking that we don’t realize much
material defies logic.
—00—
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The position of the sun caused long
shadows, and the three tree shadows
applicable to the P/G film subject (red X
one spot) are indicated (but include other
tree shadows). You must now envision
the light coming from the West. It is seen
that shadows 1 and 3 are totally beyond
the subject. The model was later revised
to make it a little longer, but that does not
greatly affect this analysis. The position
of the camera (red map pin) would now
be further south as we have determined
that the camera distance was greater than
102 feet (i.e., 151.4 feet). The model is
now “traveling” to museum exhibits, so I
doubt I will again revise it any time soon.
—00—

he following image shows the film
site model with the light (sun)
coming from the East (morning). I never
thought to take a photo (actual film
photo) in the late afternoon. This just
happened to look neat when I took the
model outside to photograph it; so took a
shot.

aving discussed “red flags,” I am
presenting on the next two pages
J.W. Burns’ McLean’s Magazine article of
April 1, 1929. You will, of course,
recognize that April 1 is April Fools Day.
Was this a coincident? John Green did
present this material in his The Sasquatch
File (1973) and this is a scan of the pages;
fortunately I can provide them larger and
you can again enlarge them.
One other thing that amused me was
the magazine “filler” at the end of the
article. You will see that it is of dogs
chasing a rabbit. Journalists do this sort of
thing to kind of perhaps say, “If you
believe this, you will believe anything.”
My experience with the Museum of
Vancouver (tabloid motif for panels) was
the same sort of thing). Were this my
article, I would have been furious with
both the date and the dogs, but there is
nothing one can do but cry.
Anyway, if you want to take the time
to read the article, keep in mind little “red
flags” that might result in an overall red
flag.

he BFRO states that according to its
calculation, the P/G film subject is
90.5 inches tall, or 7 feet, 6.5 inches. This
is 3 inches taller that what was
determined by NASI (87.5 inches or 7
feet 3.5 inches).
This is not a problem. It just means
that the subject was about 5 feet father
away from the camera than established.
I am assuming the BFRO is talking
about walking height, not standing
height. For standing height, you need to
add between 8% and 8.5% to the walking
height.
I plan to stay with the original height.
The difference is too marginal to be of
concern and I am more comfortable. with
the NASI calculation.
—00—
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P/G FILM FRAMES FOR ANALYSIS

181

185

189

182

186

190

183

187

191

184

188

192

OBSERVATION NOTATIONS: The white line seen about center in these images, and previous images, appears to be
a tree branch, but it is very long and very straight; it is likely a film artifact of some sort. #188—Note that we might
see an elbow bone in this image; such would not register in a costume of some sort.
IMPORTANT: The film frames beyond #192 in this series are just a blur or the subject is too far away to see any
meaningful details. This will be the last frame I present in this series. I have presented 192 frames out of the 953
frames (NASI page 10) in the film. This equates to 20%. In short, only about 20% of the film has enough detail for
analysis. If just these frames were projected the running time at 16 frames per second would be twelve (12) seconds.
—00—
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his is full frame 353 in the actual
film; it’s the best image I have. The
famous Frame 352 is essentially identical; just 1/16 of a second earlier.
Most of the images presented in my
film frame analysis series are in the scene
shown here. Only images #1 to #20 had a
different scene (i.e., when the subject was
first seen and disappeared in the trees,
then re-emerged).
The last image I show (#192) is when
the subject got to about the base of the
leaning tree seen on the right in the above
image. If you imagine a line from the left
at the subject’s feet to the leaning tree,
that’s were all the “action” took place. In
reality, the subject sort of angled over to
the leaning tree and then curved farther
North (away from the camera).
Some of the foreground and background has been cropped in the above
image so the perspective is slightly
altered. The following shows frame 352
(I believe) without any cropping. Now
you can get a better idea of the distance
between the subject and the camera.
Prior to last year, it was thought that
the subject was about 102 feet from the
camera; however a mathematical formula
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provided by Igor Burtsev in 1997 for
determining photograph statistics (height
of objects and distances) was overlooked
in North America. When it emerged in
2014 as a result of work performed by
Bill Munns its application showed that
the subject was about 151 feet from the
camera, given the information we have on
the camera is correct.
Work done in the late 1990s on the
identification of subject details at 102 feet
was dismissed because the mathematics
on “credibility” did not support identification. Now, given the 151 feet
distance is correct, even early borderline
cases are eliminated. In other words, as it
stands any detail observed without
magnification (naked eyes) that is less
than about 2mm in diameter at about the
subject sizes I show in my P/G film frame

analysis images cannot be positively
identified. Something might be there, but
you can’t say it is something, and you
cannot identify it as anything. If you can
see what appears to be the same thing on
several film frames, the math says you
can’t really see anything to begin with,
but this might confirm that there is
something.
All of this is difficult for people to
understand, especially when they get
involved in issues and don’t have the
facts or simply ignore them. I did not
know all of this in the early days and wish
I had not been so out-spoken on some
issues. I should have known that one
can’t change what newspapers report—
you are stuck with what is said forever..
Once bitten, twice shy, so I am now
reluctant to get involved with media
people. On this point, if I did not actually
write something attributed to me, or about
me in anything please be wary.
Perhaps you might want to revisit my
first article in this paper (the one with the
three monkeys). Is there any wonder why
professionals are reluctant to get involved
in the sasquatch issue?
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